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A 
Aanderaa argument 
clean version and new extensions, 88, 88 
Agreement 
Byzantine, related environment, knowl- 
edge and common knowledge in: 
crash failures, 88, 156 
Algebras 
and first-order logic for complexity class 
NC, 87, 241 
process, associated priorities, 87, 58 
Algorithms 
Arimoto-Blahut, in calculating capacity 
of continuous-input discrete-output 
memoryless channels, 86, 1 
Berlekamp-Massey, extension to n dimen- 
sions, 84, 207 
for deciding confluence of finite ground 
term rewrite systems, 88, 187 
distributed 
for multimedia networks, 84, 97 
shortest path, for planar network, 86, 
140 
linear-time, in efficient solution of prob- 
lems in free partially commutative 
monoids, 89, 180 
parallel, for planar graphs 
achievement of optimality, 84, 71 
extension to K,.,-free graphs, 84, 13 
probabilistic, for symmetry breaking in 
distributed networks, 88, 60 
for splitting and merging heaps, 86, 69 
Arrays 
n-dimensional, extension of Berlekamp 
Massey algorithm to, 84, 207 
Automata 
finite, nondeterminism in, measurement, 
86, 179 
nonuniform, over groups, 89, 109 
B 
Bisimulation 
in behavioral preorders, and divergence in 
communicating systems, analysis, 85, 
202 
c 
Calculus 
lambda 
second-order. semantics, 85, 76 
typed 
definable tree operations. characteri- 
zation, 89, 35 
flat lattice models, relationship to 
LCF, 87, 264 
Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) 
Milner’s 
divergence in, and bisimulation in beha- 
vioral preorders, analysis, 85, 202 
related expressions, and finite state pro- 
cesses and problems of equivalence, 
86, 43 
Channels 
continuous-input discrete-output memory- 
less, capacity calculation, 86, 1 
Common knowledge 
and knowledge, in Byzantine environment: 
crash failures, 88, 156 
Commutativity 
free partial, monoids with, problems, in, 
efficient solution, 89, 180 
Completeness 
NP- 
in Banker’s problem with precedences, 
84 1 
rigid E-unification, 87, 129 
in proving total correctness of recursive 
procedures, 84, 129 
relative and o-, tools for proving, 84, 47 
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Complexity 
arithmetic, related question of determinant 
and permanent problem, 84, 119 
classes 
NC, algebra and first-order logic for, 87, 
241 
related to polynomial-size R-branching 
programs, classification, 85, 163 
computational, of testing finite state pro- 
cesses for equivalence in CCS expres- 
sions, 86, 43 
finding uniform emulations on paths and 
ring networks, 86, 87 
Kolmogorov, and degrees of tally sets, 86, 
160 
parallel, of regular code problem, 86, 107 
theory, low-level, relationship to finite 
automata, 89, 109 
Computability 
and stability, in coherent domains, 86, 115 
Computation 
parallel, models, and labelled transition 
systems, placement in category-theo- 
retic framework, 87, 2 
related power of 
polynomial size Q-branching programs, 
85, 163 
Turing machines with access to history, 
analysis, 89, 133 
Concurrency 
models, monoidal Petri nets, 88, 105 
Confluence 
finite ground term rewrite systems 
and other related term rewrite systems, 
decidability, 88, 187 
undecidability, 86, 14 
Correctness 
total, of recursive procedures, proof, 84, 
129 
Coverability set 
for infinite reachability trees, 89. 144 
Crash failures 
knowledge and common knowledge in 
Byzantine environment, 88, 156 
D 
Deadlock 
avoidance problem, Banker’s model, with 
precedences, 84, 1 
Decidability 
confluence of finite ground term rewrite 
systems and other related term rewrite 
systems, 88, 187 
ground confluence of Noetherian term 
rewriting systems, 86, 14 
Definitions 
inductive, over finite structures, 89, 95 
Determinant 
and permanent, problem, in arithmetic 
complexity, 84, 119 
Dimensions 
n, extension of BerlekampMassey algo- 
rithm to, 84, 207 
Divergence 
in communicating systems, and bisimula- 
tion in behavioral preorders, analysis, 
85, 202 
Domains 
coherent, stability and computability, 86. 
115 
effective, computable one-to-one enumera- 
tions, 84. 26 
E 
Emulations 
uniform, on paths and ring networks, 
complexity of finding, 86, 87 
Entropy 
relative, in calculating capacity of conti- 
nuous-input discrete-output memory- 
less channels, 86, 1 
Enumeration 
computable one-to-one, of effective 
domains, 84, 26 
Equalities 
inductive, tools for proving, 84, 47 
Equivalence 
observational, in process algebras, 87, 58 
problems, and CCS expressions and finite 
state processes, 86, 43 
Extensions 
for Aanderaa argument, 88, 88 
ideal and Redei, of rational semigroups: 
easy multiplications, 88, 18 
G 
Games 
pebble, two-person, rounds/time trade- 
offs, 88, 1 
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Grammars 
boundary graph and context-free hyper- 
graph, comparison, 84, 163 
right linear, possible generation of code, 
analysis with regular code problem, 
86, 107 
Graphs 
boundary, and context-free hypergraphs, 
comparative grammars, 84, 163 
finite, recognizable sets: monadic second- 
order logic of graphs, 85, 12 
hyper-, see Hypergraphs 
K,,,-free, extension of planar graph algo- 
rithms to, 84, 13 
planar. optimal parallel algorithms on, 84, 1 
71 
Groups 
finite, nonuniform automata over, 89, 109 
H 
Heaps 
characterization and applications, 86, 69 
Hypergraphs 
context-free, and boundary graphs. com- 
parative grammars, 84, 163 
Idempotents 
commuting, varieties of finite monoids 
with, association with varieties of lan- 
guages, 86, 32 
Inequalities 
linear, Boolean combinations, reasoning 
about, complete axiomatization for, 
87, 78 
Inference 
inductive, restrictions on, analysis in rela- 
tion to formal language learning, 85, 
type, for references, 89, 1 
Inheritance 
and records and bounded quantification, 
model, 87, 196 
K 
Knowledge 
and common knowledge, in Byzantine 
environment: crash failures, 88, 156 
L 
Languages 
Algol-like, specification logic, semantical 
analysis, 85, 135 
formal, learning, prudence and other 
conditions on, 85, 1 
object-oriented, inclusion of support for 
inheritance on subtypes, 87, 196 
regular, nondeterminism in, measurement, 
86, 179 
varieties, association with varieties of finite 
monoids with commuting idempo- 
tents, 86, 32 
Lattices 
flat, related models of typed lambda calcu- 
lus, relationship to LCF, 87, 264 
Laws 
O-l, and decision problems for second- 
order logic fragments, 87, 302 
LCF 
relationship to flat lattice models of typed 
lambda calculus, 87, 264 
Learning 
formal language, prudence and other 
conditions on, 85, 1 
Logic 
first-order, and algebra for complexity 
class NC, 87, 241 
for reasoning about probabilities, 87, 78 
second-order 
fragments, &I laws and decision prob- 
lems for, 87, 302 
monadic, of graphs: recognizable sets of 
finite graphs, 85, 12 
specification, semantical analysis, 85, 135 
M 
Machines 
sequential, realization by group represen- 
tations, 85, 183 
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simple, in creating order in sequence 
spaces, 89, 41 
Turing, with access to history, 89, 133 
Matings 
equational, applications of rigid E-unifica- 
tion, 87. 129 
Models 
concurrency, Petri nets as monoids, 88, 
105 
flat lattice, of typed lambda calculus. rela- 
tionship to LCF, 87, 264 
for records, inheritance, and bounded 
quantification, 87, 196 
Monoids 
finite 
nonuniform automata over, 89, 109 
varieties with commuting idempotents, 
association with varieties of lan- 
guages, 86, 32 
free partially commutative, problems in, 
efficient solution, 89, 180 
Petri nets as, 88, 105 
tree transformation classes, complete 
rewriting system for, 86, 195 
Multiplications 
easy, extensions of rational semigroups, 
88, 18 
N 
Networks 
distributed, symmetry breaking in, 88, 60 
multimedia, combining point-to-point and 
multiaccess networks, 84, 97 
path and ring, uniform emulations on, 
complexity of finding, 86, 87 
planar, distributed shortest path algorithm 
for, 86, 140 
Nondeterminism 
in regular languages, measurement, 86, 179 
0 
Operations 
trees, lambda-definable, characterization, 
89, 35 
Order 
P 
Paths 
network, uniform emulations on. com- 
plexity of finding, 86, 87 
single source shortest, related algorithm 
for planar network, 86. 140 
Permanent 
and determinant. problem. in arithmetic 
complexity, 84, 119 
Petri nets 
as monoids, 88, 105 
Polymorphic references 
type inference for, 89, 1 
Polymorphism 
second-order lambda calculus, semantics, 
85, 76 
Preorders 
behavioral, bisimulation in, and divergence 
in communicating systems, analysis, 
85, 202 
Probabilities 
reasoning about, logic for, 87, 78 
Problems 
Banker’s, with precedences, 84, I 
decision-related, and O-1 laws for second- 
order logic fragments, 87, 302 
equivalence, and CCS expressions and 
finite state processes, 86, 43 
in free partially commutative monoids, 
efficient solution, 89, 180 
permanent and determinant, in arithmetic 
complexity. 84, 119 
regular code, parallel complexity, 86, 107 
Processes 
finite state, and CCS expressions and 
problems of equivalence, 86, 43 
Programs 
O-branching, polynomial size, computa- 
tional power, 85, 163 
Proofs 
for inductive equalities, relative complete- 
ness, and w-completeness, 84, 47 
total correctness of recursive procedures, 
84, 129 
Proof systems 
compositional, on category of labeled 
transition systems, 87, 2 
Protocols 
creation in sequence spaces with simple knowledge-based, for Byzantine environ- 
machines, 89, 47 ment, 88, 156 
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Prudence Rounds 
and other conditions on formal language versus time, for two-person pebble game, 
learning, 85, 1 88. I 
Quantification 
bounded, and records and inheritance. 
model, 87, 196 
R 
Reachability 
trees, infinite, reduction and covering of, 
89, 144 
Reasoning 
about probabilities, logic for, 87, 78 
Records 
and inheritance and bounded quantifica- 
tion, model, 87, 196 
Recursion 
procedures, total correctness, proof, 84, 
129 
Reduction 
and covering of inifinite reachability trees, 
89, 144 
Relations 
linear recurring, for n-dimensional array, 
extension of BerlekampMassey algo- 
rithm to, 84, 207 
Remembering capability 
Turing machines, 89, 133 
Repetition 
absence in computable one-to-one enumer- 
ations of effective domains, 84, 26 
Representations 
group, realization of sequential machines, 
85, 183 
Rewriting systems 
complete, for monoid of tree transforma- 
tion classes, 86, 195 
finite ground term, and other related term 
rewrite systems, confluence decidabil- 
ity, 88, 187 
Noetherian term, ground confluence, 
undecidability, 86, 14 
Rings 
network, uniform emulations on. com- 
plexity of finding, 86, 87 
Semantics 
possible-world, in analysis of specification 
logic, 85, 135 
second-order lambda calculus, 85, 76 
Semigroups 
rational, extensions: easy multiplications, 
88, 18 
Sequence spaces 
order creation with simple machines, 89, 
47 
Sequentiality 
relationship to stability in coherent 
domains, 86, 115 
Sets 
recognizable, of finite graphs: monadic 
second-order logic of graphs, 85, 12 
tally, degrees of, and Kolmogorov com- 
plexity, 86, 160 
Soundness 
in proving total correctness of recursive 
procedures, 84, 129 
Special Issue 
Information and Computation, preface, 87, 
Stability 
and computability, in coherent domains, 
86, 115 
Structures 
finite, inductive definitions over, 89, 95 
Symmetry 
breaking in distributed networks, 88, 60 
T 
Theories 
category, as framework for systematiza- 
tion of specification languages and 
derivation of proof systems for paral- 
lel processes, 87, 2 
Time 
versus rounds, for two-person pebble 
game, 88. 1 
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Transformation classes 
tree, monoid of, complete rewriting system 
for, 86, 195 
Transformations 
affine linear, related question of determi- 
nant and permanent problem, 84, 119 
Transition systems 
labeled, category of, compositional proof 
system on. 87. 2 
structured: reduction and covering of infi- 
nite reachability trees, 89. 144 
Trees 
infinite reachability, reduction and cover- 
ing of, 89, 144 
operations, lambda definable, characteri- 
zation, 89, 35 
transformation classes, monoid of, com- 
plete rewriting system for, 86, 195 
Types 
lambda definable tree operations, 89, 35 
U 
E-Unification 
rigid, NP-completeness and applications to 
equational matings, 87, 129 
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